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School Manager
Advanced network, policy and filter management

Maintain duty of care and implement wellbeing and digital citizenship
programs.
Creating a truly cyber-safe school community
requires more than just blocking websites.
The key to success lies in raising awareness,
improving learning outcomes and shaping
positive student behaviour online. Your firewall
may be suitable for blocking content but it
goes no further in providing the education and
support your students deserve when it comes
to their online safety.
Linewize School Manager provides the digital
tools that staff need to make evidence-based
decisions around detection and intervention,
offering both real time notifications and
dashboard overviews to identify students
who may be regularly accessing or sharing
offensive content, searching for inappropriate
material or trying to use tools to bypass the
school filtering altogether.
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Linewize School Manager can work in conjunction
with your existing firewall, enhancing protection
with school-focused content filtering, cyber safety
reporting and classroom applications.
School Manager provides the visibility,
accountability, and age-appropriate filtering that are
essential to encouraging good digital citizenship
practices and helping keep students safe online.
Equip your school with all the tools and resources
you need to create a truly cyber-safe community.

The Features
• Visibility & management of all users
and devices on network, all school
devices and Google accounts
• Detailed pastoral reporting alerts &
notifications
• Red flag alerts on risky student online
activity
• Selective SSL inspection
• Granular filtering
• 24/7 filtering of school devices and
Google accounts
• Protect TELA laptops 24/7 and
ensure compliance on all networks

“The one thing that really drove us towards using Linewize was the
fact that it actually gave a wellbeing lens when looking into student
activity and how they act online.”
Sonia Mazzei, Digital Technologies Leader
St Thomas More School

About Linewize
The Linewize ecosystem is used by over 18,000 schools and 9 million students across the globe. It’s a unique response
to the challenge of today’s connected learning environments, supporting the integration of technology, education and
engagement to create cyber safe communities where students thrive.

For more information visit linewize.io or email sales@linewize.io
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